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In a globalized world we take the presence of regional musics in Western markets for granted. World music festivals, specialized radio channels, offline and online shops offer us genres and artists from distant regions. But there is much more music in the world than the few pieces which eventually succeed on world music markets. Music and artists have to fulfill some requirements in order to become popular among Western listeners. What are the prerequisites for popularity beyond the regional, »original« or »primor-dial« context? Why do some musics cross over to Western markets while others do not?
In public as well as in academic discussions of popular music we encounter two widespread explanations of crossover success: Success of niche products on mainstream markets is attributed either to aesthetic characteristics or to changes in demand. Of course, changes in demand provide new opportunities for artists, and aesthetic concessions to widespread listening habits help them to succeed. Nevertheless, it remains to be clarified why at a certain moment music from a certain niche becomes popular on larger markets, while many other acts exhibiting the same characteristics remain unknown.
In this article I argue that so-called cultural intermediaries play an important role in communicating regional music to Western listeners. Regional music does not travel by itself. It requires support by brokers who provide access to crucial resources and frame it in a way which resonates with a broader audience. Using material from the Austrian world music scene I will show how cultural intermediaries helped Balkan music and musicians to attract new listeners. During the first decade of the new millennium Balkan music gained considerable popularity in Austria. The number of events, artists and recordings with reference to Balkan music increased significantly due to the activities of cultural intermediaries.
C o n v e n t i o n a l E x p l a n a t i o n s o f C r o s s o v e r S u c c e s s
When explaining success of regional musics on larger markets, scholars as well as ordinary listeners usually refer to either their particular symbolic form or to changes in the structure of society and therefore changes in demand. Let us begin with the first assumption. The reason why some regional musics cross over to the Western markets is, in this view, their hybridity, i.e. the integration of popular musical forms in traditional structures that make the music more familiar to mainstream or majority listeners. Of course this explanation holds true for many, if not for most of the successful world music acts. The global triumph of Youssou N'Dour or the Buena Vista Social Club is without doubt a result of adapting to sounds and formulae of Western pop music. Taylor calls these aesthetic concessions strategic inauthenticity (Taylor 1997:125-145) . But studies of crossovers by musicologists in different fields challenge this assumption. David Brackett for instance in his analysis of mainstream success of African-American singers, refers to James Brown's »Papa's Got A Brand New Bag«, which makes little concessions to pop conventions and concludes that there is »no consistent correlation between style and popularity« (Brackett 1994: 789) . This holds true for many African-American musicians on the US market who were valued in spite of or because of their musical authenticity (e.g. Garofalo 1990 ). Similarly, many world music acts succeeded although they adhered to their musical traditions (e.g. Taylor 1997, chapter 3) .
Those productions that were just repackaged without changing their musical form are very informative. Consider for instance one of the earliest evidences of a global demand for Balkan music: Le Mystère des Voix Bulgares. In 1975 Swiss musicologist Marcel Cellier released a Bulgarian female choir under this title and on his own label Disques Cellier that had been recorded in the 1950s (Buchanan 1997) . Actually, this music was not traditional but newly composed and arranged and insofar a hybrid itself. But the crucial point in this case is that Cellier's recordings didn't succeed on global markets until they were re-released in 1986 by the British alternative rock label 4AD and shortly after by the Warner label Nonesuch -with a different artwork, the instruments of pop marketing and the support from a powerful corporation.
The same process of reframing led the Gypsy musicians from Wallachia in Romania to fame. Originally recorded and released by ethnomusicologist Laurent Albert in the 1980s (Broughton 2007) , these musicians became a major Balkan music success only when they were rediscovered by Stéphan Karo and Michel Winter from the Belgian avant-garde label Crammed Disc and marketed as Taraf de Haïdouks shortly after the end of the Ceauşescu Regime. Both examples show that the reason for success of these musics in Western markets was not an adaptation of their symbolic form but a change of intermediation and communication.
However, even if we admit that most of the crossover hits in some way make concessions to popular musical forms, there are always more hybrids out there than eventually succeed. In methodological terms inferring causes of success from the most successful is not convincing, as many less successful acts may have the same musical features as the crossover hits. Therefore, factors other than the integration of Western musical forms also account for the popularity of regional music on larger markets.
The Unfortunately, these assumptions about listeners' motives are mostly derived from the music they prefer. Insofar these assumptions remain somehow arbitrary since all symbolic objects are ambiguous and so are the motives to love them. There are as many explanations of alleged preferences as there are different symbolic layers in works of art. Empirical evidence of existing motives for listening world music is scarce.
Certainly both, aesthetic characteristics of the cultural goods as well as changes in demand, are important prerequisites for crossover success.
Nevertheless, in order to fully understand the process it seems reasonable to look at those who literally mediate between production and consumption: the so-called cultural intermediaries.
T h e R o l e o f I n t e r m e d i a r i e s i n C u l t u r a l C o m m u n i c a t i o n : W h o T h e y A r e a n d W h a t T h e y D o
The notion of new cultural intermediaries was popularized by the sociologist Mike Featherstone (1991) when he used Bourdieu's term in order to describe occupations that are crucial in building and forming consumer societies. He refers to those activities that changed the cultural landscape in the second half of the 20 th century. New cultural intermediaries »actively promote and transmit the intellectuals' lifestyle to a larger audience and collude with the intellectuals to legitimate new fields such as sport, fashion, popular music, and popular culture as valid fields of intellectual analysis« (Featherstone 1991: 44, see also 90-94).
In many discussions that followed there was a lot of confusion pertaining to what this term exactly denotes and to what it adds to our understanding of cultural production. Bourdieu himself uses the term equivocally. At one point he talks about new cultural intermediaries as »youth organizers, play leaders etc.« (Bourdieu 1984: 84) , at another as »producers of cultural programmes on TV and radio, (as) critics of ›quality‹ newspapers and magazines and all the writer-journalists and journalist-writers« (ibid.: 323f.). Hesmondhalgh (2006: 226) Thus, cultural intermediaries fulfill two crucial functions in cultural industries in general and on world music markets in particular: First, they support marginalized, non-established artists in getting access to relevant resources and institutions in the field. They provide performance opportunities, bring musicians into contact with each other, help produce records, promote them at radio stations, write about them in newspapers and magazines, award them with prizes -in short: they do everything necessary to establish a new cultural form in the majority market. Second, and more importantly, they frame or reframe these cultural productions by providing access to institutions.
Studies in different fields have shown how frames govern our perception.
3 Recently, the frame concept was applied to innovation processes in cultural fields. Shyon Bauman (2007) has shown, that many artistic innovations were simply repackaged or reframed in order to be perceived as legitimate forms of expression and in order to succeed on majority markets.
Cultural intermediaries use established frames in order to evoke resonance among the public. Similarly, the Balkan music intermediaries presented in the next part provide consumers with ready-made frames with which they can reinterpret and appropriate marginalized musics as legitimate. In contrast to Bauman (and others), who strictly distinguishes between resources and frames, I want to show how access to resources and the process of framing interact and reinforce each other. In assigning acts to predefined categories and genres (world music, jazz, etc.), supporting them with cul-turally marked resources (e.g. awards), presenting and marketing them through institutionalized channels (certain media, venues, labels, etc.) managers in the creative industries implicitly frame these cultural goods and hence steer their perception (cf. Gebesmair 2008: 144-151). were about 50 events and less a year, for the first decade of the New Millennium we observed an extreme increase in Balkan Music events.
T h e A d v e n t o f t h e B a l k a n M u s i c I n t e r m e d i a r i e s
What we found surprising about this boom from a sociological point of view is the fact that it took Balkan music more than two decades to cross over from ethnic niche markets to a broader local audience. Balkan music had already been brought to Western-European centers in the 1970s and 1980s by so-called ›guest-workers‹. Recent studies have shown that immigrants began to build up a lively cultural infrastructure early. Music from their home countries was imported not just by media and records, but also by live performances (Hemetek 2001; Waldrauch/Sohler 2004) . But it was not before the end of the century that Balkan music was marketed on a large scale to the German-speaking majority in Austria.
We assume the success of Balkan music is due to new forms of cultural intermediation. Therefore we have compared the popular music field before the outset of the Balkan boom with the period at the turn of the millennium.
The first, pre-boom crossovers of Balkan music to the majority markets were produced and marketed by musicians from Balkan countries, who came to Austria not as working migrants but mainly to study at Austrian uni- »Tschusch« is a pejorative designation of immigrants from South-Eastern Europe, which the band used ironically to make a political statement against xenophobia. The band was founded in 1989 by Slavko Ninić, who studied languages and sociology in Vienna and Zagreb.
All three acts, still active today, had strong ties to the local folk music scene from the beginning and cooperated with each other several times.
They also framed their music in a similar way: The preservation and continuation of musical traditions was not only regarded as entertainment, but as a form of political articulation. For Lakis Jordanopoulos it was important to take a stand by performing traditional music »at times when skepticism against immigrants began to rise« (Ergott 1997 In the 1990s they were frequent guests at the refugee festivity in Vienna.
The musicians are obviously committed to an artistic concept that was widespread in the folk music scene of the 1970s and 1980s. Many of those, who called themselves »kritische Liedermacher« (critical song-writers) were close to political movements of the left and combined their musical practice with political engagement (Juhasz 1990 ).
Cultural intermediaries, as defined above, played a subordinate role during this period. Of course, these musicians were supported by several institutions, especially by some smaller venues, regional folk festivals and the independent label Extraplatte. However, they lacked those driving forces that characterize the practice of cultural intermediaries: access to institutions beyond their own closed communities and a frame that resonates within a larger public and, hence, helps to popularize a still marginalized cultural practice. The steep increase in the number of Balkan events and of their coverage in Austrian media during the first decade of the 21 st century was prepared by two dynamics in the field of cultural production. The first was a considerable increase of educated immigrants from Southeastern and Eastern
Europe coming to Austria in order to study at Austrian music schools. Some of them, as for instance Nataša Mirković-De Ro, escaped from the civil war in former Yugoslavia, others like Jovan Torbica or Sandy Lopičić came earlier, but almost all of them were lured by the high quality of musical education at Austrian universities. In fact, the highly prestigious music schools in Vienna and even more in Graz became hot spots of the emerging Balkan boom during the late 1990s.
The second driving force behind the Balkan boom, which is of greater importance, was the advent of only a handful of Balkan music intermediaries. One common feature exhibited by all was one Bourdieu (1984: 355- Concert halls and jazz clubs transformed folk music into something to be consumed respectfully and contemplatively.
On the other hand, Balkan music was increasingly regarded as a vital and authentic form of pop music. While the pioneers stressed their commitment to traditions and presented their music as a form of a political statement, Balkan music at the turn of the millennium was appreciated for its vitality and immediacy. It was increasingly interpreted in ways we know from the rock music discourse. As Simon Frith has astutely put it in his analysis of the world music discourse:
»The difference at stake [when marketing world music, A. G.] wasn't between Western and non-Western music but, more familiarly, between real and artificial sounds, between the musically true and the musically false, between the authentic and the inauthentic musical experiences« (Frith 2000: 307 ; see also Regev 1997) .
In this perspective, Balkan music (and world music in general) rejuvenated popular music in the same way rock music has rejuvenated popular music in the 1950s and 1960s. The folk music frame with its protective and political connotations was substituted for the rock music frame that directs the listeners' attention to the music's liveliness and authenticity of expression.
6
Thus the brass band Fanfare Ciocărlia was praised for its imagination and the quality of their live performances and »their furious live blast appealing to punks and headbangers, jazz and funk fans, world music aficionados and those who simply love music that sounds absolutely unique« (Asphalt Tango Production n.d.).
The ost klub with its focus on boisterous and tumultuous performances and parties provided a perfect platform for the new attitude to Balkan music and simultaneously confirmed the frame. Again, institutions themselves serve as strong frames. Performing at contemporary clubs and pop 6 Sociologists of social movements have highlighted the importance of aligning frames (Benford/Snow 2000) . The more framing strategies correspond to existing ideologies and cultural practices the more they succeed. In any case, new cultural intermediaries play an important role in communicating regional musics to listeners in majority markets: They provide access to institutions and thus help to redefine cultural practices in accordance with widespread frames. Without support by cultural intermediaries who are predestined to mediate between sharply marked off spheres Balkan music had not been heard of beyond its niche market.
